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Received 11 January 2013 / Accepted 12 March 2013 ABSTRACT Context. The knowledge of the orbit or the ephemeris uncertainty of asteroids presents a particular interest for various purposes.



These quantities are, for instance, useful for recovering asteroids, for identifying lost asteroids, or for planning stellar occultation campaigns. They are also needed for estimating the close approach of near-Earth asteroids, and the subsequent risk of collision. Ephemeris accuracy can also be used for instrument calibration or for scientific applications. Aims. Asteroid databases provide information about the uncertainty of the orbits and allow the measure of the quality of an orbit. This paper analyses these different uncertainty parameters and estimates the impact of the different measurements on the uncertainty of orbits. Methods. We dealt with two main databases, astorb and mpcorb, that provide uncertainty parameters for asteroid orbits. Statistical methods were used to estimate orbital uncertainty and to compare them with parameters from the databases. Simulations were also generated to deal with specific measurements such as the future Gaia mission or present radar measurements. Results. Relations between the uncertainty parameter and the characteristics of the asteroid (orbital arc, absolute magnitude, etc.) are highlighted. Moreover, a review of the different measuments are compiled and their impact on the accuracy of the orbit is also estimated. Key words. minor planets, asteroids: general – ephemerides – astrometry



1. Introduction Asteroids, since the time of their first discovery in the nineteenth century, have raised the need to compute and to predict their position to ensure subsequent detections and observations. While methods for computing orbits or predicting positions of planets and comets had already been developed at that time, the case of asteroids (or minor planets) raised new challenges because no specific assumption could be made about the orbital elements which were completely unknown. This was successfully solved by Gauss (Gauss 1809, 1864) and his method of computing orbits from the knowledge of three topocentric positions. His method, presented as “a judicious balancing of geometrical and dynamical concepts” by Escobal (1965), proved to be remarkably efficient providing – shortly after the discovery of Ceres by Piazzi in 1801, and observations made over only 40 days covering a 3 degree arc – a prediction for the next apparition of Ceres twelve months later, to better than 0.1 degree. Without being exhaustive, one can also mention here the method of Laplace (e.g. Poincaré 1906), based on the knowledge of a position and its derivatives, which shows several similarities to the fundamental scheme (Tisserand & Perchot 1899; Celletti & Pinzari 2005). These methods (Herget 1948; Dubyago 1961; Escobal 1965; Roy 2005; Milani & Gronchi 2010, and reference therein) paved the way for many more discoveries of minor planets or asteroids, and continuous observations of these bodies. The number of known asteroids is still increasing at the end of 2012 there were slightly less than 600 000 catalogued bodies in the astorb database (Bowell 2012). It is interesting to remember the remark



extracted from the preface of E. Dubois, the French translator of Gauss’ work (Gauss 1864): “Or il est bien probable que la zone située entre Mars et Jupiter n’est pas encore suffisamment explorée et que le chiffre de 79 auquel on est arrivé, sera encore augmenté. Qui sait ce que réserve l’avenir !!... Bientôt alors les astronomes officiels n’y pourront plus suffire, si des calculateurs dévoués à l’astronomie et à ses progrès ne leur viennent aussi en aide de ce côté1 ”. Preliminary orbit computations are thus needed to provide some initial knowledge of the celestial object’s orbit. They differ in nature, as an inverse problem, from the direct problem of subsequent position prediction and orbit propagation that can be more complete in terms of correction to the observations and force models. Nowadays, ephemerides are commonly needed for various practical or scientific uses: to prepare an observation program or space mission rendez-vous, to be able to cross-match a source or to identify a known asteroid observed in a CCD frame, to link two observed arcs as being of the same object, for predicting stellar occultations, for developing planetary ephemerides, for testing new dynamical models and physics, for contributing to local tests of the general relativity, for deriving asteroid 1



“It is likely that the zone between Mars and Jupiter is not yet sufficiently explored and that the number of 79 that has been reached will still be increased. Who knows what the future will hold for us!! Soon official astronomers will not suffice, if some human computers devoted to astronomy and its progress do not come to their rescue also on that side.” It is clear that two centuries later modern electronic computing machines came to the rescue and are now impossible to circumvent.
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masses from close encounters, or non-gravitationnal parameters, etc. During previous centuries these objects were considered planets or minor planets, and analytical or semi-numerical theories could be applied to each body before the advent of modern powerful computers (e.g. Leveau 1880; Brouwer 1937; Morando 1965). Ephemerides are now computed directly by numerical integration of the equation of motions for the orbit propagation using different integrators. Such numerical integration requires the use of a standard dynamical model and associated parameters for all solutions to be consistent, and the knowledge of initial conditions to the Cauchy problem as given by orbital parameters at a reference epoch, which are obtained, as for any solar system object, by a fit to the observations and are updated regularly. The term ephemerides is broadly used for any quantity related to the computation of such orbit propagation of a celestial object, giving its position and motion (spherical cartesian, apparent, astrometric, as seen from various centres, in various reference planes, at various dates, on different time scales, etc.). In addition to these calculated values from orbit propagation and subsequent transformations generally corresponding to a nominal solution (e.g. least-squares with a standard dynamical model), knowledge of the ephemeris uncertainty, precision, and accuracy is often mandatory as is the case for any physical quantities. It is also often useful to know the degree of confidence one can have in a predicted quantity. Furthermore, the ephemerides uncertainty is needed in the various fields presented above and in particular for planning observations using instruments with a small field of view for instrument calibration purposes, or when one needs to quantify the probability of an impact of a near-Earth object (NEO) with a terrestrial planet, or for efficient planning of stellar occultation campaigns (in particular if it involves a large number of participants and/or large telescopes), etc. The precision of an ephemeris can be incorrectly reduced to the precision of the observations it is based on. Of course, all things being equal, the higher the precision of the observation the better the theory and ephemerides; but this will not yield an indication of how fast the precision for any predicted or extrapolated quantity is being degraded. Indeed, the precision of the ephemerides is a quantity varying with time; when extrapolating the motion to dates far into the future or in the past (several centuries), the precision will globally be poorer; up to the point where chaotic orbits on a time span of millions of years make such ephemeris prediction unrealistic. An ephemeris uncertainty can be decreased on a short time span – for instance if required by a flyby or space mission to a solar system body – with last-minute observations. However, if no more observations are added in the fitting process, the ephemerides precision will inevitably degrade in time. The accuracy of an ephemeris as the precision of the theory for the dynamical model and its representation can be internal or external. Internal precision refers to the numerical model used (terms of the development in an analytical theory or machine precision in case of numerical integration of the ODE for the equations of motions) or additionally to the representation used to compress such ephemerides (Chebychev polynomials, mixed functions, etc.). External precision refers to the adjustment to the observations and hence to the stochastic and systematic errors involved in the measurements and data reduction, in the validity of the models used to fit and transform the data, in the uncertainty in the considered parameters, etc. We will deal in the following with the external errors, which accounts for most of the uncertainty in present ephemerides of asteroids and other dwarf planets, and small bodies of the solar system. All ephemerides require observations and measurements related to the dynamical model of the equations of motion. A32, page 2 of 10



Current ground-based surveys (LINEAR, Catalina, Spacewatch, C9) which where basically designed to detect 90% of the largest NEOs provide most of such data; they are completed by some scientific programs such as radar observations from Arecibo and Goldstone for NEOs, the CFHTLS Ecliptic Survey for the transNeptunian objects (Jones et al. 2006) or the Deep Ecliptic Survey (DES) for Kuiper belt objects and Centaurs (Elliot et al. 2005). In the very near future surveys such as Pan-STARRS, Gaia, LSST, will also provide a large number of astrometric positions. In this paper, we investigate the orbital uncertainty of asteroids in the numerical and statistical way. First, we briefly present the two main databases of orbital parameters of asteroids. In particular, we present and compare uncertainty parameters provided by these databases (Sect. 2). In Sect. 3 we highlight relations between orbital uncertainty and other asteroid parameters such as dynamical classes of asteroids and magnitude. We specifically study the relation between orbital arc and uncertainty, in particular for short orbital arcs. Finally, in Sect. 4 we present statistical information about astrometric measurements of asteroids and we quantify the impact of astrometric measurements in the radar and the Gaia space mission contexts.



2. Ephemeris uncertainty parameters The number of discovered asteroids exceeded 590 000 at the beginning of October 2012, and the discovery rate is still about 1800 new asteroids per month2 . Currently, four main centres provide asteroid orbital databases (Minor Planet Center; Lowell Observatory; Jet Propulsion Laboratory; Pisa University). In this paper, we deal mainly with two of these databases: astorb from Lowell Observatory (Bowell 2012) and mpcorb from Minor Planet Center (2012b). A total of 590 095 asteroids are compiled in astorb and 590 073 in mpcorb as of October 5, 2012. The two databases provide similar asteroid parameters, in particular: – name/number: name or preliminary designation, asteroid number; – osculating elements: semi-major axis a, eccentricity e, inclination I, mean anomaly M, argument of perihelion ω, longitude of ascending node Ω at reference epoch; – magnitude: absolute magnitude H, slope parameter G; – observations: number of astrometric observations, arc length or year of first and last observation. The two databases also provide parameters about predictability of the ephemerides, only one for mpcorb, the U parameter and five parameters for astorb, current ephemeris uncertainty (CEU), rate of change of CEU, next peak ephemeris uncertainty (PEU) and the two greatest PEU. The uncertainty parameter U is an integer value between 0 and 9, where 0 indicates a very small uncertainty and 9 an extremely large uncertainty. Detailed information about its computation is given in Minor Planet Center (2012d). Briefly, the U parameter is computed thanks to another parameter, RUNOFF, which depends on the uncertainty in the time of passage at perihelion, the orbital period and its uncertainty. RUNOFF expresses the uncertainty in longitude in seconds of arc per decade. The U parameter is derived by a logarithmic relation of RUNOFF. The quality of the orbit can be quickly determined with the uncertainty parameter U. The astorb database provides five parameters related to the ephemeris uncertainty. In our study, we specifically dealt with 2
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Fig. 1. CEU, CEU rate, U parameter for asteroids in common between the astorb and mpcorb databases.



two of them, current ephemeris uncertainty (CEU) and the rate of change of CEU. The CEU matches the sky-plane uncertainty σψ at a date3 provided by astorb. A brief description of the uncertainty-analysis technique is presented in Yeomans et al. (1987) and all the details can be found in Muinonen & Bowell (1993). The orbit determination provides the covariance matrix of the orbital elements Λ. Linear transformations then give the covariance matrix Σ in spherical coordinates (in right ascension and declination) (1)



where Ψ is the matrix of partial derivatives between spherical coordinates and orbital elements. Finally, by propagating this covariance matrix at a given date (date of CEU), the sky-plane uncertainty can be determined as the trace of the matrix (Muinonen & Bowell 1993). The CEU is determined in two body linear approximation (Bowell 2012). The rate of change of CEU (noted CEU rate) is in arcsec/day. According to Muinonen & Bowell (1993), in linear approximation uncertainties in spherical coordinates increase linearly with time in the two body approximation. 2.1. Comparison of the ephemeris uncertainty parameters



The U parameter can be compared to the CEU and its rate of change. Figure 1 shows a correlation between these parameters. Qualitatively and as expected, asteroids with a low U parameter also have a low CEU and CEU rate. The measure of the uncertainty could be provided by only one of these parameters. Nevertheless, these two parameters are not perfect and some problems can appear. Indeed, the main difficulty with the uncertainty parameters is that they are sometimes not indicated. For mpcorb, 105 399 asteroids (17.9% of the total in the database) have no U parameter at all and 9431 (1.6%) have only a qualitative letter for the U parameter4 . In the astorb database, the CEU has not 3
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The date of CEU is usually from 0 to 40 days before the epoch of osculation depending on the update of the database. In our case, the date of CEU and the epoch of osculation are the same, September 30, 2012. For previous updates, the difference can reach about 45 days. 4 In the mpcorb database, the U parameter can be indicated as a letter. If U is indicated as “E”, it means that the orbital eccentricity was assumed. For one-opposition orbits, U can also be “D” if a double (or multiple) designation is involved or “F” if an assumed double (or multiple) designation is involved (Minor Planet Center 2012d).
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Fig. 2. Orbital uncertainty in distance of the asteroid Apophis using a two-body approximation and full N-body perturbations.



been computed (and appears as 0) for 2585 asteroids (0.44%). Moreover, CEU is determined using the approximate two-body problem. For some critical cases (Earth-approaching asteroids), the uncertainties may have been misestimated by a factor of several (Bowell 2012). As an illustration, we have computed the orbital uncertainty – with methods described in the next section – for the asteroid Apophis which is a well-known Earth approaching Potentially Hazardous Asteroid. The difference between the simplified two-body approximation and the full N-body perturbations is clear (see Fig. 2). The ratio between the two values of uncertainty is close to 1 until 2029 and reaches approximately 105 after the 2029 close approach. The two-body approach does not involve the stretching of the orbital uncertainty and thus yields over-optimistic results. 2.2. Study of the ephemeris uncertainty parameters



Another problem is that some asteroids have CEU and U parameters in total contradiction. For example, they can have a good CEU (less than 1 arcsec) and a bad U parameter (U = 9) (and conversly). To clarify this situation, we have compared the CEU value to the standard deviation σ obtained by orbital clones for eight selected representative asteroids (two with a bad U and bad CEU, two with bad U and good CEU, two with good U and bad CEU and two with good U and good CEU). In this context, we have computed the standard deviation provided by clones with two different methods using non-linear extrapolation. The main principle of these methods is to perform a Monte Carlo propagation of the orbit, i.e. to compute clones of initial conditions around the nominal orbit, providing as many orbits as possible. The first method (Monte Carlo using covariance matrix, MCCM) consists in adding a random noise to the set of nominal initial conditions using the standard deviation and correlation of these parameters thanks to the covariance matrix. The second one, uses the bootstrap resampling method (BR) directly on the observations, and consists in determining a new set of initial conditions by fitting to a bootstrap set of observations. These two methods, one parametric and one non-parametric, have been used previously in Desmars et al. (2009) for the study of the precision of planetary satellites ephemerides. A32, page 3 of 10
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Notes. Units are in arcsec for CEU and σ. U is unitless.



For this test, we computed 1000 clones of orbital initial conditions of each representative asteroid. Then we calculated the standard deviation σ of the angular separation s in the plane-ofsky at the date of CEU, which represents the angular deviation of an orbit to the nominal one, defined as p  2 2    si = q((αi − α0 ) cos δi ) + (δi − δ0 ) , (2) P   N 2 2 σ = ( 1 i si ) − s¯ N−1 where i denotes the number of the clone, the subscript 0 refers to the nominal orbit, s¯ is the mean, and N is the total number of clones computed. Table 1 gives the comparison between the U parameter, CEU, and standard deviation provided by these orbital clones for the two methods. For these representative asteroids, the CEU is often close to the standard deviation computed here, whereas the U parameter is misestimated for at least four representative asteroids. Moreover, we stress that the U parameter provides a number which is not related to a physical value (a distance or an angle). In light of the previous tests for several particular cases, and of Fig. 1 for the general purpose, the CEU seems to be a good and practical parameter for estimating the accuracy and predictability of an asteroid orbit, as CEU is quickly computable, precise, and provides a physical value (an angle).



3. Relations between CEU and physical or orbital parameters As the CEU seems to be a useful parameter for measuring the orbital uncertainty, we will hereafter use this parameter and highlight several relations between CEU and orbital parameters. 3.1. Relation between absolute magnitude, orbital arc and CEU



Generally, asteroids can be classified in dynamical groups. We propose, for the sake of simplicity, to gather the asteroids into the following three main groups defined as5 – A-NEA (near-Earth asteroids): asteroid with perihelion q ≤ 1.3 AU. It represents asteroids in the inner zone of the solar system. This group includes the Aten, Apollo, Amor, and inner Earth orbit (IEO). There are 9144 objects in A-NEA group in astorb. In this category, PHA are asteroids that 5
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Table 1. Comparison of the U parameter, the CEU and standard deviation σ obtained from orbital clones around the nominal orbits, with two different methods (MCCM and BR, see text).
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Fig. 3. H magnitude, CEU, and orbital arc for asteroids from astorb. The crosses indicate C-TNO, small squares B-MBA and bullets A-NEA. When H or CEU are unknown they are represented on the plot with the value H = 35 or CEU = 109 , in contrast to the convention adopted in astorb database where H = 14.



present a risk of devastating collision (i.e. with H ≤ 22 and a minimum orbital intersection distance, MOID < 0.05 AU). – B-MBA (main belt asteroids): asteroid with perihelion q > 1.3 AU and semi-major axis a ≤ 5.5 AU, representing asteroids in the intermediate zone. Thus Trojans are considered B-MBA in the following. There are 579 208 B-MBAs in astorb. – C-TNO (trans-Neptunian objects): asteroid with perihelion q > 1.3 AU and semi-major axis a > 5.5 AU, representing asteroids in the outer zone of the solar system. Thus Centaurs, asteroids between Jupiter and Neptune, are included in C-TNO. There are 1743 C-TNOs in astorb. Figure 3 represents the absolute magnitude H, CEU, and the length of the orbital arc given in astorb for all the asteroids. Each group defined previously appears to be clearly distinguishable: C-TNOs in the left part (crosses), B-MBAs in middle part (small squares) and A-NEAs in right part (bullets). Large C-TNOs (larger than ≈45 km corresponding to absolute magnitude 8, depending on albedo) with short arcs and small A-NEAs (approximately smaller than 5 km whatever the albedo of the asteroid larger than 0.05, using the relation between magnitude and size (Minor Planet Center 2012c) with short arcs also appear. One also notes that for all the objects a correlation between the value of CEU, the length of orbital arc, and the number of observations can be identified. In Fig. 4, this correlation appears clearly. We can identify three groups related to the length of the arc – arc 
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